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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS
If P(z) is a polynomial of degree n, then

and

Max lW)l6R" rf;
z

Izl=R>l

IP(z

(2)

Inequality (1) is an immediate consequence of S. Bernstein’s theorem on
the derivative of a trigonometric polynomial (for reference see [6]).
Inequality (2) is a simple deduction from the maximum modulus principle
(see [S, 3461 or [4, Vol I, 137, Problem 2691).
In both (l), (2) equality holds only for P(z) = me”z”, that is, when P(z)
has all its zeros at the origin. It was conjectured by P. Erdijs and later
proved by Lax [3] (see also [l]) that if P(z) does not vanish in lz/ < 1,
then (1) can be replaced by

On the other hand, Turan [7] showed that if P(z) has all its zeros in
lzl < 1, then

Thus in (3’) as well as in (4) equality holds for those polynomials of degree
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n which have all their zeros on /z 1= 1. Ankeny and ivhn [2] used (3) to
prove that if P(z) does not vanish in 1z 1< 1, t

which is much better than (2). Besides, equality in (5) holds for the
polynomial P(z) = azn+ j3, where 1c(1= / /I I.
In this paper, we shall first obtain a result concerning the minimum
modulus of a polynomial P(z) and its derivative
(I), when there is a restriction on the zeros of P(z). We
THEOREM 1.

If P(z) is a polynomial

of degree n having all its zeros in

/zI d 1, then

Min I P’(z)1 >n ,y:
I;/=1

/ P(z)1

i

(61

and

Both the estimates are sharp with equality for P(z) = mei’?, m > 0.
Next we prove the following interesting generalization of (3).
THEOREM 2. If P(z) is a polynomial
the disk Iz/ < 1, then

of degree n which does no& vanish in

The result is best possible and equality in (8) holds for the ~o~yn~rn~a~
P(z)=az”+/?, where I/3\ 31~1.
As an application of Theorem 2, we also obtain the followi~
generalization of the inequality (5).
THIEQREM 3.

If P(z) is a polynomial of degree n which does not vanis

the disk /z/ < 1, then

The result is best possible and equality in (9) holds for P(Z) = gzn+ /I?,
where IpI s jai.
Finally we present a generalization of the inequality (4).
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If P(z) is a polynomial of degree n which has all its zeros in

IzIG 1, then

The result is best possible and equality in (10) holds for P(z) = CCZ”+ /?,
where IflI < la/.
2. PROOFSOF THE THEOREMS
Proof of Theorem 1. If P(z) has a zero on I z 1= 1, then inequalities (6)
and (7) are trivial. So we suppose that P(z) has all its zeros in 1z I < 1. If
m=Min,,,=,~P(z)l,thenm>Oandm~~P(z)~
for lzl=l.Therefore,ifa
is a complex number such that 1CII < 1, then it follows by Rouche’s theorem
that the polynomial F(z) = P(z) - umz” of degree II has all its zeros in
1z I < 1. By the Gauss-Lucas theorem, the polynomial
F(z) = P’(z) - nRrnz+l

has all its zeros in 1z ) < 1 for every complex number CIwith I LXI < 1. This
implies that
nm I4 n-1 < 1P’(z)1

for

IzI 21.

If this is not true, then there is a point z = z,,, I z0 I > 1, such that
1nmz;- ’ I > I P’(z,)l .

We can, therefore, take CI= P’(z,)/nmz;;- l, then ICII < 1 and F(z,) = 0. But
this contradicts the fact that F’(z) # 0 for I z 12 1. Hence
IP’(z)l >nm Izln--l

for

1~121.

(11)

In particular, (11) gives
,h4p1 I P’(z)1 3 nm = II ,Mpl I P(z)1.

z

z

This proves inequlaity (6). To prove inequality (7), we observe that if
Q(z) = z”P(l/.?), then Q(z) has all its zeros in )z I > 1 and m < I P(z)1 =
I Q(z)1 for I z 1= 1. Therefore, the function m/Q(z) is analytic in 1z 1< 1 and
I m/Q(z)/ < 1 for I z 1= 1. Hence by the maximum modulus principle it
follows that m < I Q(z)1 for I zI d 1. Replacing z by l/F and noting that
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L’Q(l/Z) = P(Z), we conclude that m / ~1” 6 1P(z)1 bbr /z / 3 1. Takin
particular z = Re”, 0 < 0 < 271,R 3 1, we get
I P(Re”)I 3 mRn,
which gives

/-ye>, I P(z)1= ,fIIl I P(RzJl3 I?”
z
l’l=l
This proves the inequality (7) and Theorem 1 is completely proved.
ProofofTheorem2.
Ifm=Min,,,=,lP(z)j,thenm<~P(z)lfor~z/=I.
Since all the zeros of P(z) lie in 1z j > 1, tberefo~e, for every corn
number a such that I al < 1, it follows (by Rouche’s theorem for
that the polynomial F(z) = P(z) - am does not vanish in Iz/ < 1.
zlr z2?.... Z, are the zeros of F(Z), then 1.~~1
2 l,j= 1, 2, ...9IZ, and

,-F(z)
-.-L&5F(z)

so that

I ie
Ree’~~i~) )= i

j=l

j=lz-zj’
Re&,<j~lf=~y
J

for points eie, 0 d 8 < 2n, other than the zeros of F(z). This implies
1eieF’(ei6)I d 1nF(e”) - eieF(eie)l
for every point eiB, 0 < 8 < 271,other than the zeros of F(z). Since t
inequality is trivially true for points eis which are the zeros of F(z), it
follows that

IF’(z)1 < InF(z) - zF’(z)l

for

/zl=I.

(12)

If we define Q(z) = YP(l/F) and G(z) = z”F(l/z), then we have G(Z) =
Q(Z) - &nz” and it can be easily seen that
1G’(z)/ = 1nF(z) - zF’(z)l

for

/zI=l.

Hence from (12) we get
I P’(z)\ = 1F’(z)1 d 1G’(z)1 = 1Q’(z) - Olnmznp ’ (

and for every a with )CII < 1. Since all the zeros of
erefore, by Theorem 1, we have for I z 1= I

I Q’(z)13 ,y2 I Qb,l = n ,ypi I PCzN= mm
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Hence we can choose argument of tl in (13) such that
fpr

1Q’(z) - cInmz”- ’ I=lQ’(z)l-lalnm

lzl=l.

Using this in (13) and letting 1a 1+ 1, we obtain

IP’(z)1d I Q’(z)1- nm

for

IzI =l.

(14)

If P(z) is a polynomial of degree n, then [ 1, Lemma 21
for

IP’(z)l + Imz) - zW)l Gn pf$
z I @)I

lzl=l.

(15)

Since
1Q’(z)1 = 1nP(z) -zP’(z)l

for

lzl=l,

it follows from (15) that

If”(z)1 + I Q’(z)1<IZ fi;‘“‘: IP(z)1

for

lzl=l.

(16)

Inequality (14) gives with the help of inequality (16) that
2

If”(z)1< I P’(z)1+ I Q’(z)1- nm
wfvf~;
IP(z
z IW)l -,yi$
z

for

[z/=1,

which immediately gives (8) and Theorem 2 is proved.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let M= Max,=, =i I P(z)1 and m = Min,, = I I P(z)\.
Since P(z) is a polynomial of degree n which does not vanish in I zI < 1,
therefore, by Theorem 2 we have

Ip’(z)l G W2)W-m)

for

lzl=l.

Now P’(z) is a polynomial of degree y1- 1; therefore, it follows by (2) that
for all r>l and 0<8<2n
1P’(re”)l

< (n/2) F

‘(M-m).

Also for each 8, 0 < 6’< 271and R > 1, we have
P(Re”) - P(e”) = JIRe”P’(te”)

dt.
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This gives

for each 8, 0 6 8 < 271and R > 1. Hence
/ P(R@‘)I < 1P(e”)l + +(R” - I )(
<M+~(R”-1)(&f-m),

for each, 8, 0<6<2n
Max

and R>l.

From (17) we conciu

~P(z)~<(~)M-(y)m.

jzj=R>l

This proves the desired result.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let m=Min,,,=,
IP(.
then m<iP(z)i
for
1z I = 1. Since all the zeros of P(z) lie in I z I < 1, therefore, for every
complex number a, such that I a 1< 1, it follows (by Rouche’s theorem for
m >O) that the polynomial F(z) = P(z) --ma has all its zeros in /z/ < 1.
Hence if zl, z2, .... z, are the zeros of F(z), then 1zjj d I, j= L,2, .... ~1,and

for every point eie, 0 d 0 < 2n, wh’ICh is not a zero of F(z). This gives
1F’(e’“)/F(eis)l

> Re(eieF(eie))/F(e’“)

>I>

for every point eie, 0 < 8 < 27c,which is not a zero of F(z).
implies
j F(e”)I 3 (n/Z)/ F(eie)l
for every point eie, 0 < 8 < 23~.Hence

I P’(z)1 = I F’(z)1 3 b/2)1 &)I = WI1 P(z) - wn I

for Izj=l
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and for every CI,with 1CI1< 1. Choosing argument of CIsuitably and letting
Ial -+ 1, we get
I P’(z)1 3 (n/2)(1 P(z) -t ml

for

lzl=l,

which gives

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.

3. SOME REMARKS
Remark 1. Let P(z) be a polynomial of degree n which has all its zeros
in I z 1d 1. If Q(Z) = znP(l/Z), then the polynomial Q(Z) does not vanish in
[zj<l and IP(z)l=lQ(z)I
for IzI=l, so that

Min I Q(z)1= ,y$ I f’(z)l.
Izl=l
Applying (14) to the polynomial Q(Z) and noting that z”Q( l/Z) = P(z), it
follows that
for

I J”(z)1 - I Q’(z)13 n ,/$>I I W)l

lzl=l.

(18)

We also note that for I z I = 1

I Q’(z)1 = Izp’b) -d’(z)\

> l p’(z)1 - n l p(z)1 ,

and therefore,
/z/=1.

(19)

Min (I W)l - I QWI ) = n ,ykI I WI 3
Izl=l

(20)

I P’(z)1 - I Q’(z)! d n I P(z)1

for

From (18) and (19) we obtain

for every polynomial P(z) having all its zeros in 1z I 6 1. Moreover, the
minimums of both sides in (20) are attained at the same point I z0 I = 1.
This follows from the fact that if I P(z,)l = Min,_, =1 I P(z)1 and lzOl = 1,
then (from (18) and (19)) we get 1P’(z,)~ - I Q’(zO)j = n I P(z,)l.
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ark 2. In (7) equality holds only for
in,,, =1 1P(z)/ and P(z) does not have t
(z) = z*P( l/5) is not a constant. From the proof of the inequality (7), it
110~s that M < / Q(z)/ for / zI < 1 and therefore, Wr1z in < 1P(z)/ for
in,,i,i
/ P(z)l.
Tf
/zj > I. This implies Min,z,=R,I / P(z)1 >m
P(z f = meir,n, then we have clearly equality in (7).

Remark 3. If in Theorem 3, A4 = Max,,,,,
/ P(z)1
in,Z,,l / P(z)l, then equality in (9) holds only for P(z) = (E
+ m)/2), where 1a / = (p ( = 1. This foollows from the fact that if
P(z) does not have the form (a(M-m)/2),-“t(6(M+m)/2),
/CX/= Ipi = 1,
then in the proof of Theorem 3, by virtue of (Z), we have the strict
~~eq~a~ity
IP’(re”)(

foralir>landO~~~271.

< (n/2)F’(M-m),

ence we also have the strict inequality in (17 ) for all
which gives
Max

II’(z)\ <CT)

AC-(?.)

>1 andO<B<2Tl,

WL

lzl=R>l

Finally, if p(z) = (cl(M-m)/2)z”+(P(M+m)/2),
Max,,,,R,I
iP(
=((R”+
1)/2)M-((I?“--l)j2)m.

IX/ = iBl = 1, then
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